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Publish with us

What is Sciendo? Sciendo is a leading provider of publishing  
services and solutions to academic and 
professional organisations as well as individual 
authors.

We are a partner to over 500 titles, serving 300 
institutions in 40 different countries, publishing 
journals, books, conference proceedings and 
other publications in English, German, French, 
Italian, Spanish and Polish.

We disseminate new and archival volumes and 
make them available in the Open Access or paid 
access model. Many of these publications are 
indexed by Clarivate, Scopus and PubMed.

Sciendo is not just another service or technology 
vendor. The company is a part of the De Gruyter 
Group, a renowned academic publisher with a 
company history of over 270 years. De Gruyter 
publishes more than 1,100 books and 16,000 
journal articles every year, and has a backlist of 
approximately 100,000 published titles.

Being a part of this publishing cluster, Sciendo 
can offer you world-class publishing solutions 
and services tried and tested on our own journals 
and books.
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Hosting
and distribution

platform

KEY FEATURES

The publishing platform we provide is one of the 
most advanced on the market, developed on an 
ongoing basis to ensure that our clients receive 
the very best solutions and functions available. 
It receives 30,000 visits daily and over 9 million 
visits per year and is offered in several language 
versions: English, German, Polish, French, Italian 
and Spanish.

The readers reach us through direct browser 
searching as well as through global distribution 
channels including the libraries we send the 
content to, and the abstracting and indexing 
services Sciendo manages and administers.

Our platform offers many best-in class functions:
- Automatic content distribution to libraries and
  indexing services worldwide
- DOI registration and metadata dissemination
- Advanced accessibility features, including
  screen reader and text increase
- Citation tool
- Links to cited references
- Content sharing module
- IP authorization
- Integration with ORCID
- And more.



Publishing
services for

academic
journals

Our solutions are available in four packages: 
Standard, Classic, Premier and Premier Plus.

We charge per each article published. The 
charge depends on the package chosen and on
the selection of additional services.

STANDARD

Basic services
facilitating 
journal
publication

CLASSIC

Standard 
package
Online 
submission
and peer review 
system

PREMIER

Classic package
Production
and editorial 
services
Full-text XML
Marketing Extra

PREMIER PLUS

XML Fast Track

ARTICLE PROCESSING CHARGE MODEL

Open Access journals with sufficient Impact Factor and indexing can publish 
with Sciendo without having to pay any up-front fees. The charges collected from 
authors are used to cover general publishing costs, with any surplus transferred to
the journal.

Sciendo’s publishing fees are highly cost effective, meaning societies and journal 
owners are able to generate income through this model.

SUBSCRIPTION MANAGEMENT

For journals published in the traditional model we provide a full subscription 
management service. Journals cover our publishing fees and retain a majority of 
subscription net revenues.
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Publishing
solutions for

academic books

Books published by Sciendo benefit from a 
professional hosting platform as well as global 
distribution channels that include libraries, 
retailers, content aggregators, abstracting 
databases and discovery services worldwide.

OPTIONAL SERVICES

Sciendo offers a wide range of additional publishing solutions that authors can 
pick and choose, depending on their requirements. We can polish and arrange the 
text, design a professional cover and book layout, and provide advanced marketing 
services, such as a book announcement campaign.

SALES AND DISTRIBUTION

Sciendo sells ebooks and print-on-demand books directly through the platform, 
and through various retailers, wholesalers and content distributors, ensuring 
global availability.
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Services for
conference

organizers and
proceedings

editors

Our solutions for conference proceedings are 
available in three packages: Standard, Classic, 
and Premier. In addition, we provide also the 
event and abstract management system.

We charge per each published volume per 
conference. The event management system is 
paid per participant or through a revenue share. 
The total charge depends on the package chosen 
and on the selection of additional services.

STANDARD

Basic services
facilitating
conference
proceedings
publication

CLASSIC

Standard package
Online submission
and peer review system

PREMIER

Classic package
Copyediting ePub
version Marketing
Extra

We publish conference proceedings online in English language, in the Open
Access model.

EVENT MANAGEMENT SYSTEM

Converia provides dedicated modules for conference planning and budgeting, 
management of attendee registration and on site check-in, as well as conference 
website, event marketing, badging, program supervising, attendee tracking, and 
many other functions.

As a separate unit, conference organizers can buy also the abstract management 
system to collect, edit and handle submitted papers.
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White Label
Publishing House

Sciendo has a special offer for institutions that 
wish to publish all or most of their publications  
(such as journals, books, dissertations etc.) with 
a publishing partner in English, German, French, 
Spanish, Italian or Polish.

The model applies to new publications and 
to already published books and back journal 
volumes.

At no cost to the institution, Sciendo designs and manages the publishing house 
website. The role of the institution is to select and channel journals and book 
proposals for publishing partnership, as well as to promote collaboration among 
its faculties.

The institution decides on the publishing package and the access model applied 
to each title. The total charge depends on the selection of packages and additional
solutions.
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Standard and Opt-in Services
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Virtually no manuscript is immediately ready for online publication 
or print, usually it needs professional services to become publishable. 
Our experienced team provides editorial services, adds graphics, 
inserts DOI and ISBN identifiers, checks and formats references, 
converts the files into standard formats such as XML and creates 
metadata.

MANUSCRIPT EDITING

Sciendo delivers top online systems enabling the smooth and 
efficient publishing process of books, journals and conference 
proceedings.

We offer a choice of leading submission solutions that enhance 
manuscript management, production tracking systems that enable 
full control over the production process, and modules dedicated to 
reference cleanup and payments processing.

ONLINE SYSTEMS

Sciendo backs up your digital publications to ensure they remain 
available over the long term. The service includes monitoring, 
archiving, and management of the electronic titles stored on our 
servers.

LONG-TERM PRESERVATION

A frequently overlooked problem is that content distribution to 
libraries regularly requires IP authorisation. We take care of this 
issue, ensuring distribution is truly global.

DISTRIBUTION OF CONTENT TO LIBRARIES WORLDWIDE
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Just having an article or book published is not enough. The sheer 
number of publications available online makes discoverability an 
essential issue. In order to remedy this problem, Sciendo cooperates 
with the majority of indexing services (including Clarivate, Scopus 
and PubMed), using the XML metadata format to enable automatic 
data export to such sites.

Our experienced team is always ready to support you in your journey 
towards higher metrics, advising how to enhance the publication. 
For the most prestigious indexes, we have developed tools to 
pre-evaluate titles to assess whether they qualify for applications. 
Our specialists advise how to prepare publications according to the 
selection criteria, monitor the process of application, and inclusion 
upon acceptance.

ABSTRACTING AND INDEXING

To prevent plagiarism, Sciendo offers plagiarism screening software 
free of charge.

PLAGIARISM

Sciendo provides marketing activities designed to improve the 
visibility of your publication, to raise its profile within the scholarly 
community and highlight the latest research results:

PROFESSIONAL MARKETING

we offer 
dedicated mailing 
campaigns, such 

as a call for papers, 
book or

conference 
announcements

provide PR 
services and 

more.

engage potential 
authors and 

readers through 
social media 
activities and 

microcampaigns
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JOURNALS

SERVICE NAME SERVICE TYPE
PREMIER 

PLUS
PREMIER CLASSIC STANDARD

Hosting and distribution platform Technology

Journal website Technology

Online submission and peer-review 
system (configuration + training) Technology

Online production tracking system 
(configuration + training) Technology

System to detect plagiarism Technology

Generation and registration of DOI 
numbers Production Services

Language editing and copyediting Production Services

Typesetting and proofreading in 
contact with the Journal Editor Production Services

XML article metadata Production Services

XML full text Production Services

XML full text in fast track model Production Services

Distribution to libraries worldwide Content Indexing 
and Distribution

Arranging for coverage by discovery 
services

Content Indexing 
and Distribution

Arranging for indexing by services 
relevant to the Journal subject field

Content Indexing 
and Distribution

Indexing by Google and other 
search engines

Content Indexing 
and Distribution

Pre-evaluating the Journal for 
Scopus, PubMed, DOAJ and 
Clarivate in contact with the Journal 
Editors

Content Indexing 
and Distribution

Application to Scopus, PubMed, 
DOAJ and Clarivate, if preevaluation 
has been positive

Content Indexing 
and Distribution

Long term preservation services Content Indexing 
and Distribution

Editor’s Choice Mailing Marketing Extra

Mailing to Cited Authors Marketing Extra

Annual Review Report provided 
once a year Customer Service

Customer Service Specialist - single 
point of contact Customer Service

Included in this package Additional service available in this package

Service not available in this package
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JOURNALS

SERVICE NAME SERVICE TYPE
PREMIER 

PLUS
PREMIER CLASSIC STANDARD

Online training for Editors 
(on contracted services) Customer Service

Managing subscriptions 
(paid access journals)

Content Sales

Providing librarian support 
(paid access journals)

Content Sales

ADDITIONAL JOURNAL SERVICES

Reference management software Technology

APC collection system Technology

Back volumes publication Production Services

Archive content digitization Production Services

Allocation of DOI numbers to back 
volumes

Production Services

Typesetting and proofreading in 
contact with the Journal author

Production Services

Print Production Services

Journal Startup Package Production Services

Journal layout design Design Services

XML fast track layout design Design Services

Journal cover design Design Services

PubMed indexation and conversion
Content Indexing 
and Distribution

Article level PR Marketing Extra

Flyer Marketing Extra

Social media engagement Marketing Extra

CNKI Scholar campaign Marketing Extra

TrendMD campaign Marketing Extra
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BOOKS

SERVICE NAME SERVICE TYPE
HOSTING AND 
DISTRIBUTION

Hosting and distribution platform Technology

Book website Technology

XML chapter metadata Production Services

Distribution to libraries worldwide Content Indexing and 
Distribution

Arranging for coverage by discovery services Content Indexing and 
Distribution

Arranging for indexing by services covering books Content Indexing and 
Distribution

Indexing by Google and other search engines Content Indexing and 
Distribution

Long term preservation services Content Indexing and 
Distribution

Customer Service Specialist - single point of contact Customer Service

Online training for Authors (on contracted services) Customer Service

ADDITIONAL BOOK SERVICES

Online submission and peer-review system 
(configuration + training) Technology

Online production tracking system 
(configuration + training)

Technology

Reference management software Technology

Generation and registration of DOI and ISBN 
numbers

Production Services

Language editing and copyediting Production Services

Typesetting and proofreading Production Services

ePub version of the book Production Services

Mobi version of the book Production Services

E-book sales (paid access books) Content Sales

Providing librarian support (paid access books) Content Sales

Back volumes publication Production Services

Archive content digitization Production Services

Allocation of DOI and ISBN numbers to back 
volumes

Production Services

Print Production Services

Book layout design, Sciendo or custom template Design Services

Book cover design, Sciendo or custom template Design Services

Included in this package Additional service available in this package

Service not available in this package
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BOOKS

SERVICE NAME SERVICE TYPE
HOSTING AND 
DISTRIBUTION

ADDITIONAL BOOK SERVICES

Focus on Readers marketing package Marketing Extra

Book Announcement mailing Marketing Extra

Book PR package Marketing Extra

Social media engagement Marketing Extra

CNKI Scholar campaign Marketing Extra

TrendMD campaign Marketing Extra
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PROCEEDINGS
SERVICE NAME SERVICE TYPE PREMIER CLASSIC STANDARD

Hosting and distribution platform Technology

Proceedings website Technology

Online submission and peer-review 
system (configuration + training) Technology

Online production tracking system 
(configuration + training) Technology

Generation and registration of DOI 
and ISBN numbers Technology

Language editing and copyediting Production Services

Typesetting and proofreading in 
contact with the Proceedings Editor Production Services

XML chapter metadata Production Services

One print run delivered to the 
Conference Organizer Production Services

ePub version Production Services

Distribution to libraries worldwide Production Services

Arranging for coverage by discovery 
services

Content Indexing 
and Distribution

Arranging for indexing by services 
covering proceedings

Content Indexing 
and Distribution

Indexing by Google and other 
search engines

Content Indexing 
and Distribution

Long term preservation services Content Indexing 
and Distribution

Pre-evaluating the Proceedings to 
Clarivate CPCI

Content Indexing 
and Distribution

Application to Clarivate CPCI, if 
preevaluation has been positive

Content Indexing 
and Distribution

Mailing to cited authors Content Indexing 
and Distribution

Editor’s Choice mailing Marketing Extra

Proceedings PR package Marketing Extra

Customer Service Specialist - single 
point of contact Marketing Extra

Online training for Editors (on 
contracted services) Customer Service

Print on demand and delivery to the 
Book buyer  Customer Service

Included in this package Additional service available in this package

Service not available in this package
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PROCEEDINGS
SERVICE NAME SERVICE TYPE PREMIER CLASSIC STANDARD

ADDITIONAL JOURNAL SERVICES

Reference management software Technology

Event management system Technology

Back volumes publication Production Services

Archive content digitization Production Services

Allocation of DOI and ISBN 
numbers to back volumes Production Services

Typesetting and proofreading in 
contact with the Journal author Production Services

Print Production Services

CD labeling, burn and delivery to 
Participant Production Services

USB labeling and delivery to 
Participant Production Services

Proceedings layout design Design Services

Proceedings cover design Design Services

Flyer Marketing Extra

Social Media engagement Marketing Extra

CNKI Scholar campaign Marketing Extra

TrendMD campaign Marketing Extra



Office
De Gruyter Poland Ltd.

Bogumila Zuga 32a
01-811 Warsaw, Poland

Tel: +48 22 701 50 15
E-mail: info@sciendo.com
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